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Landlords set questionable
rent contract requirement
to Sharon A% ikon
Two new Bangor landlords are in the
process of getting their newly acquired
tenants to sign a "rent contract." the
legality of which has been questioned to
Russ Christensen, UMO lawyer.
Asbury and Robert Thomas have bought
close to S90.000 worth of rental property in
Bangor during the last month or so.
according to Jerrs Smith of the Bangor
Tenants Union (BTU). Smith got his
information from the Registry of Deeds in
the County Courthouse on Hammond St. in
Bangor.
The Thomases' tenants arc expected to
sign a "rent contract" it they wish to
continue renting from these landlords. The
contract (reproduced on this page) is
an *•unconseionable (beyond customary or
reasonable bounds)contract." according to
Christensen
"I examined this contract thoroughls and
found it extremels unusual in that the
tenant gist:, up all of his rights and gets
absolute's nothing in return. except for
obligations to the landlord. This is why it's
unconscionable,•• explained Christensen.
"A :our, would rule that any reasonable
11.J11 MOUR1 not sign it as it is completely
one-sided.
The contract states the tenant must
terminate his • •tenancs in said premises"
Upon receis al of "ten days wntten or
serhal notice". As the state law says a
landlord must give a tenant 30 days
ads mice notice in writing. "This contract is
said Christensen.
in derigation of the law
Robert Thomas claims. however. "this
is iust a ilersonal agreement between my
tenants and myself. It is not legal and not
intended to be. But the tenant must sign it
if he's going to rent from me."
Thomas refused to say how many
apartment troldings he had bought or
when he bought them. The landlord also
claimed he can "evict ansisods within

seven days if I has en•t yet received money.
from them. because I'm a new landlord."
A local Bangor lawyer specialiting in
landlord-tenant law refuted Thomas'
contentions.
"It they (the tenants) sign the
agreement, then they are tenants and are
entitled to all the protections other tenants
hase.'• the law ser explained. "He cannot
throw them out because he
has
acknowledged thes are tenants at will. (as
stated in the contract), and as tenants at
will (they) are entitled to a 30-day notice."
In the event the tenant does not sign the
contract. "There is still no situation which
he the landlord) can evict somebody in
only seven days Everybody is entitled to
notice.•* the lawyer stressed.
"The landlord must go to court, which
takes twelve day s -- a seven day. notice and
then. esen if the landlord wins, he cannot
get a ss to of posession before the
expiration ot foe days,'' he added.
In regard to the eviction clause in the
contract, the landlord-tenant specialist
exclaimed. "It's no good. Any sort of
attempted waiver of your rights prior to the
time of notice is ineffective."
UMO lawyer Christensen. explaining the
'rent contract said. "The 1 homases are
trying to secure these conditions under
contract sersus lease lass . They're trying to
get a contract agreement and in this way.
avoid all their responsibilities under
traditional landlord-tenant common lass."
Christensen described the contract as a
••rip-off".
Brad Haskell. a UMO student who
resides at n9 Curse St., Bangor. in one of
the buildings bought by the Thomas
brothers realifed the legaliiy. of the
contract was questionable and refused to
sign it.
Acting on the advice of ?Ark Swan,
chairperson of the Off-Campus Board.
Haskell sought out others renting from the
*CONTRACT* see page 10

Inflation, lagging fund drive
might postpone construction
by Kate Arno
the Second Century Fund campaign to
raise money for a multi-purpose sports
arena andperforming arts center is running
far behind its scheduled Nos-ember
deadline. According to Parker G.
Cushman. director of the Pysical Plant.
parts of the planned construction for the
sports arena mac has e to be postponed due
to inflation.
(ushman would not be specific.
commenting "The original plans are
established, and we hope to stay with those
plans." He added no one could say exactly
what would be included in the construction
at the time the $3.5 million goal is reached,
but added. "If we hase to postpone some
elements of construction. we will make
pros isions to include them at a later date."
Howeser. the Campus has learned from
a reliable source that it now anticipated the
cons ertible floot allow ing non-ice events
w ill not be included w hen the %ports arena
is built. The convertible floor has been one
ot the arena's major selling points.

Charles Kimpel, director ot the
campaing since Nos ember. 1973, said
about $900.000 has been raised so far. but
he described the campaign, currentls. in
the alumni phase. as "doing very well."
Kimpel stressed the campaign is
proceeding on the assumption that the
buildings will be constructed according to
original plans now being shown to
prospectise contributors, or not built at all.
He later added, though. that goals in
three campaign phases add up to more
than the sought after $3.5 million.
Although he noted not all goals arc.
expected to be met, he said any extra
money could be used to meet inflationars
costs.
[lasing spent $30,000 of the campaign's
$50,000 budget to date. Kimpel said the
campaign's deadline has been extended to
Februars.. Although no re-negotiating has
yet taken place vs ith Kitnpel's company .
American City Bureau Beaver Associates,
with which the umyersity has a year-long
contract for Kim per% services, President
*FUND* see page 3
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BCC employes concerned
over private food catering
b, Rick Preti
Despite Vice President John Blakes'
assurance university emploses will not be
affected by a possible switch-over to a
private catering firm in the dining
commons, some of the kitchen workers at
BCC's Brewer cafeteria are worried about
losing some of the benefits presently
received through university management.
Many of the employes had once worked for
the Macky Specialited Food Services Co..
which once catered the BCC cafeteria.
"I get a ten cent a year raise every year I
come back." said Florence Sharpe, a line
cook who has worked at the cafeteria for
seven years. "The pay is good. but it would
be kind of discouraging if a pro ate caterer
suddenly came in and there was no raise
after so many years." she said.
The lowest pas at Brewer Cafeteria is
S2A13 an hour and the wage scale for each
worker depends on length of service and
position. The workers said benefits were
not as good under the private caterer as
they are now through the university. The
caterers pros ided a small life insurance
policy and one week's paid sacation a
year.
Working for the unisermty. they receive
one paid day off a month, plus an
additional ten day paid holiday. Workers

Page One

also accrue one day sick leave a moio . and
are assured a 40-hour work week.
Dorothy Hamm, who worked for the
caterering firm as a salad maker was cut
from full-time to two days on the weekends
when the caterer took over at the Bangor
campus in 19bt4.
The workers agreed there is a more
comprehensive life insurance policy and
credit union for loans as ailable through the
unisersity. Generalls, all agree the BCC
food variety is good now. but pointed out
the caterers bought a lot of out-of-state
food, including meat, which the workers
thought hurt local distributers.
The Macky firm is presently catering
Nilsson College, and the manager there
said the company now buys most of its
meats. from
local
food, including
distributors. The manager. whose compans plans to submit bids to the unisersity
again, said he did not think the firm lost
the original BCC contract because of
financial loss. The college paid the firm a
fixed fee, he explained, regardless of their
financial status, and he said he thought the
unisersity simply wanted to run things
differently.
naitning his firm did not lose mones in
their BCC operation. he admitted he didn't
have the exact figures readily available.

Oct. 25, 1974

*DIRECTOR* see page 2
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Campus
news
briefs
The on-campus pertormance of Marty
originally scheduled for October 27 and 28,
follow ing its state tour, have been
cancelled. The Maine Masque production
of Royal Hunt of the Sam, scheduled for
Dec. 10-14. has also been cancelled. In its
place. a double program of Marty by Paddy
Chayefsky. and Hughle by Eugene O'Neill
will be presented December 10-14.
A day-long journalism workshop and a
reunion supper will be the major events of
the first reunion of the year of Upward
Bound students, parents. and staff, this
Saturday. Upward Bound students will
attend the workshop in order to gain an
insight into the field of journalism, and
then apply what they learn to tht
publishing of their own UB newsletter. Th(
workshop will begin at 9:30 a.m. in
Carnegie Hall. and the supper will he held
at the Maine Christian Association Center
on College Ave.

What's on

•
The Department of Political Science
reminds students that Friday. Nov. 1.
is the final date for submission of
applications for the 1975 CongressProgram. The
ional Internship
program is open to junior and senior
undergraduates. Applications are
available in 27 North Stevens.

•

UNITED NATIONS DAY BALL sponsored by Graduate Center and I he
Semi-formal.
Club.
International
8p.M.-Ip.ni. Damn Yankee Boon,
Saturday, Oct.26
INVITATIONAL-VOLLEYBALL
Lengyet Hall. 10 a.m.-3p.m. Fort
Kent, Orono. and Farmington teams

VARSITY _ SOCCER-Maine
Vermont at 10 a.m.

vs.

DINNER--Women of Maine Extension
Association. Hilltop Center at 5:30
p.m.

VARSITY FOOTBALL--Maine
Lehigh at ; p.m.

vs.

CHRISTIAN
INTER-VARSITY
FELLOWSHIP--Bangor Room. Memorial Union. at 6:30 p.m. All
welcomed.

HAUNTED HOUSE--free tours of a
haunted house will he given at the
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity house
from 5:30-8:30. Tour is open to all
grade school children from the
Bangor. Brewer. Orono. and Old Town
areas. Sponsored by the friendly
ghouls of Alpha Gamma Rho, Alpha
Tau Omega. and Pi Phi sorority.

Friday, Oct. 25

MUAB MOVIE- -"Bedazzled" at 7 and
9:30 p.m. 100 Nutting Hall. 50 cents
admission. ID required.
WILDE STEIN CLUB--meeting at 7
p.m. Coe Lounge. Memorial Union.
Everyone welcome.

Director looks for
inexpensive service.

•
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MUAB MOVIE--"Jonathan Livingston Seagull" Hauck Auditorium at 7

The Ma.ky Corn pans is a large food service
business according to the
Husson
manager. with it's central offices in
Maryland. The company caters to schools
and hospitals throughout Maine and New
England.
Begining in 1968. the company catered
the cafteria at Bangor for two and a half
years. At that time. the universityfailed to
renew the company's contract. and
solicited bids from other private catering
services. Finding the other bids too
expensive, the university decided to
combine the housing services of the Orono
and Bangor campuses.
"I thought we could provide the same
services or better for less money." said
Ross Moriarty. UMO's director of
residential life, who made the decision.
Although Moriarty favors the present
system. he said if a more efficient wav of
servicing the dining commons exists, that
option should be examined. 1k added the
university must run the commons with
funds obtained through set room and board
rates. so it must ha% e the least expensive
food service possible.
"The private companies can adjust their
own payrolls where we can not." Moriarty
said, claiming the university was not trying
to duck dealing with the collective
bargaining issue pending before the state
legislature.
"We don't know whether it is possible
for another company to bring the figures
out of the red that we cannot do
ourselves... Moriarty explained. refering
to the current S384.000 deficit of
residential life.
"I can understand why the workers at
BCC are nervous about losing their jobs.
Some of them have worked for a pri% ate
caterer before." he said.
Although he admits there is a difference
between a catering service and the present
commons in their style of operation.
Moriarty said it was wrong to use the term
is "fast food service.'in describing the
caterers use of frozen foods.
"Private catering is no more fast food
than our present university food service."
Moriarty contended. saying. "McDonald's
a fast food service-ours still takes a
different kind of preparation."
Commenting upon the difference in food
quality . Paul Panghurn. a former BCC
student and current Stewart complex head
resident. said. "food quality under the
private caterer at BCC in 1968-69 was in
some areas at par with the university
systems. Whether it was better or not. I
don.; know. I don't think there a as much
difference." he added_
"I thought the food was a lot better
under the caterer." said Don Toms.
another former BCC student who currently
manages the pub there. "I remember there
a as more variety. We had good fried clams
and several special meals." he added.

Applications

UMO HORSEMAN'S CLUB--gymkhans at Pinewood ring 'in Hermon.
Fees: 53 per horse for the day. SI for
each additional rider. SI general
admission. 10 a.m. Everyone welcome. For more information call
581-7702 or 848-5062.
Meeday, Oct. 28
Moshe
Dvan
TICKETS--to see
(speaking Nov. 9 at 7 p.m.. Memorial
Gymnasium) on sale outside Bear's
Den. Ticket hours to be posted at the
booth. 50 cents for students. $1.00 for
others.
MEET THE NEXT GOVERNOR-Stanley Leen. Independent. Coe
Lounge at 7:30 p.m.

irsy

,

Tuesday. Oct. 29
GYMNASTICS--club and team meet at
3 p.m. Gymnastiks Room. Memorial
Gymnasium.

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
No experience required Excellent
pay
Worldwide travel
Perfect
summer job or career Send $3.00
for information SEAFAC. Dept 1-2
PO Box 2049. Port
Angeles,
Washington 98362
•17

1975

are available
in the offices of the
journalism dept.
101 Lord Hall

ACADIA
REPERTORY THEATRE
presents

tonight and tomorrow night only

"A DOLL'S HOUSE"
Curtain 7:45 p.m.Tickets $2-3Student Rush 'z price

All applicants must be available
for personal interviews on
Thurday. Nov. 21. 1974 at 3 p.m.
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Noel Coward's
"PRIVATE LIVES"
opening Oct. 31 for 3 weeks

All completed applications
MUST be submitted by
Friday. Nov. 15, 1974
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travel programs Vagabond Tours,
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Senate funds aid troubled Bangor Tenants Union
The General Student Senate (GSS)
Tuesday night gave the Off-Campus Board
$300 to help keep open the Bangor
Tenants Union (BTU) office on Franklin
St. in Bangor.
Mark Snider, head of the tenant union.
said the money would help pay heat, rent
and telephone bills.
Presently. we are attempting to expand
our services and programs. but money is
tight." Snider explained. "We need all the
help we can get.—
The union has applied to other sources
for aid, but has been unsuccessful thus far.
The Maine Department of Health and
Welfare, Snider said has pledged $13,000.
contingent upon the tenants' union raising
rsy

by Dennis Bailey
$3,200. The $300 senate allocation will not
go toward reaching that goal, however, but
will be used to pay current hills. Snider
explained.
Mark Swan of the Off-Campus Board
told the senators BTU has worked closely
with the Off-Campus Board throughout the
year in training student advocates and
advising them on various projects. The
money, he explained, would help those
students who are having trouble with
off-campus housing.
Although the money given by the senate
will keep the BTU going. Snider cautioned
it is only a temporary reprieve.
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Fund drive falls behind in
Bangor area campaign
ftensineed from page 1

teks

W oriel

Thursday, a group of students decides to stuff a
Volkswagen, signifying the massive growth in world
population that is to be expected. Although no
records were set, the group managed to fit eighteen
persons into the vehicle
ward photo

4E
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"I'd like to put the $300 in the bank and
collect the interest, but we need the money
now.— he said. "There are a lot of
dedicated people working for the tenants'
union, and as long as people believe in it,
we'll find some way to exist.—
The Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity
has also received $300 from the GSS to
send five members to a national convention
in St. Louis during the Christmas holidays.
George McDonald, speaking for the
fraternity, said his organization had never
asked for money from the senate in the ten
years of Alpha Phi's existence on campus.
Explaining some of the services the
fraternity sponsors on campus. McDonald
said, we sell the hot dogs at the football
games and sponsor the Maine Bear
mascot.
The senate soundly defeated a motion
stipulating a resolution may only be voted
upon if it has been in the hands of a
majority of the senators for at least 24
hours. Eric Ellis. Corbett Hall. who
sponsored the move, said it would aid in
avoiding confusion over last-minute
resolutions added to the agenda. He
explained there is little time to talk with
constituents if a resolution is added shortly
before the meeting.
In speaking against the resolution. Bill
Leonard (Off-Campus) argued the resolu-

tion "can only serve to constrict the
senate's effectiveness". As an example, he
explained that at a senate meeting last year
it was learned at the last minute the Board
of Trustees was planning to raise tuition at
a meeting scheduled to be held the
following day.
"The senate quickly passed a resolution
saying they were unhappy about not being
consulted. President Neville was notified of
the action and the Trustees tabled the
increase until their next meeting,"
Leonard reported. explaining why he was
against the measure.
In other business. Jeanne Bailey. senate
president. outlined events tentatively
planed for the upcoming afternoon off on
Oct. 30. Events include free bands in the
gym and at the graduate center in
EstabrockeHall, with beer on tap. Phil
Spaulding. director of the Ram's Horn
Coffehouse, is organizing a ribald story
hour to take place in the Bangor room and
cartoons will be featured in Little Hall.
The senate will place 1.000 tickets on
sale for a spaghetti supper. and a more
expensive meal in the Damn Yankee
room's tentatively scheduled. The student
government football team. Bailey said, will
play the WMEB football team on the mall
in the afternoon.

University trustees revise
Super-U program emphases
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Howard Neville said the campaign will
continue until the $3.5 million figure is
reached.
The year contract for Kimpers services
vihk-h expires next month. cost $106,350.
That money, according to Vice President
for Finance and Administration John M.
Blake, came from contributions made by
private individuals.
Kimpel explained that in the first phase
of the campaign, carried out last spring
and known as the official family phase.
more than $550,000 was raised. During this
campaign phase. workers approached
UMO faculty. administration, classified
employes. and students with hopes to raise
at least $500,000.
But the second phase of the campaign,
the greater Bangor phase. encountered
some problems in its kick off last spring
and has only realized $300,000 of its Si
milion goal. The slowdown came in the
Bangor phase. said Kimpel. when
volunteer workers approached the city's
residents this summer and encountered a
barrage of criticisms surrounding the
holding of the Gay Symposium at the
university.
Even today, Kimpel noted, solunteers
are still encountering public resentment
towarcl the university because of the
symposium held here last spring.
Summer vacations also interfered with
the Bangor phase, which was supposed to
have been organized last spring and
completed by mid -summer. When it finally
got into full swing shortly after Labor day,
the campaign phase ran into "competi-

tion" with the United Fund drive waged in
October.
"But we are through the top two layers
of resistance." Kimpel said of the
problems the United Fund campaign and
Gay Symposium made for the campaign.
adding. "Things are beginning to pick
up."
Although the campaign's final phase is
now under way. Kimpel said not a penny
has yet been raised. Known as the alumni
phase. this part of the campaign involves
making contact with all of UMO's 43.000
alumni through a chain of volunteers
established nationwide. He added the
alumni phase is "just beginning and fast
gaining momentum.—
What he calls "the most exciting phase
of the campaign.— began last June with the
enlistment of Donald P. Corbett (class of
'34) of Hartford. Conn.. as national
chairman for the drive.
Corbett has divided the country into 10
districts and has recruited voluntary state
chair persons in 25 states. Of the 3.000
hoped-for volunteers 142 have been
organized nationally, and a core of 84
volunteers have been organized in Maine
so far. These volunteers make up the
"leadership— layer of organized Volunteers. Below them. Kimpel explains, will
be area chairpeople, and if the population
and area to be covered is large enough.
regiment leaders, team captains, team
leaders, and teams of volunteers.
The first state campaignswere kicked off
in Washington and Delaware last week.
hut Kimpel said no dollar reports have yet
been submitted.
A goal of $1.5 million has been set for
nation•wide contributions.

The Board of Trustees Wednesday
unanimously approved a revised mission
statement for the University of Maine
system and each of the seven campuses
within it at their monthly meeting at
Bangor Community College.
The new statement, based in pan on the
Higher Education Planning Commission
Report made in 1969. contains several
changes in program emphasis for each
campus. The listed changes for UMO call
for an open admission policy at BCC with
unrestricted liberal -arts transfer to Orono:
a monopoly on the granting of doctorate
degrees within the Super-U system; and
renewed stress on utilizing Orono faculty
for public service, continuing education.
and interchange with other UM campuses.
After hearing the report of trustee John
D. Donovan, chairman of the Educational
Policy Committee, the board voted to strike
from the statement the projected full-time
equivalent (FTE) enrollment figures for
1980. Chancellor Donato McNeil maintained fir
changes in inflation (which
might raise, tuition considerably), in the
quality of specific programs. and in the
in-migration and population of the state
would have a great effect on future
enrollment. Subsequently, the board
agreed to study the matter further, with
these and other factors in mind, before
approving any enrollment figures. The
statement had projected a total 27.300
enrollment system -wide. with 11.000 for
Orono by 1980.

McNeil warned the 'trustees against
giving the public the impression they are
"empire building." He stressed the
projected figures would be used as a basis
to plan for the need for new physical
facilities, additional faculty and services.
and new equipment over the next five
years.
"Everybody in Maine who wants to go to
college ought to have the opportunity to
attend, provided that they have the
motivation and the capacity.— McNeil said.
But he emphasized this doesn't mean all
the state's young people should be sent to
college. and cited the state's vocational
technical institutes as an example of
options open to Maine young people who
don't want to attend college.
In other business, the trustess heard a
report on the financial outlook and goals of
the Unis.,crsity of Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation, and unanimously approved
the establishment of a new "university
studies" degree program at Fort Kent. and
a new "general studies" degree program
at Farmington.
The board also approved the purchase of
1.1 acres of land adjacent to the
Farmington campus at a cost of 510,000.
The Physical Plant Committee, chaired by
Stephen Hughes. recommended the move
to buy the land. Funds for the purchasewill
come from a system-wide budget surplus.
As required by law, the trustees also
approved the appointments of Jeffrey M.
Temple and Phillip R. Daigle as new police
officers at UMO.

Off-Campus Board starting food co-op
Another food co-op has cropped up in the
Orono area. and will open for business next
week.
Organized by Mark Swan, chairperson of
the university's Off-('ampus Board (OCB).
the new co-op has been modeled after one
organized by UM'VETS this past summer.
and Swan said Gregory Payeur. an UMVET
member, has
helped
securing
in
wholesalers from whom food can be
obtained.
Swan said co-op members can expect to
save 15-20 per cent on the cost of food
items, including meats, fruits and
vegetables. bakery goods. eggs and milk,
but he added no canned goods will be
available.

Interested students inky sign up this
week in OC B's office in the Memorial
Union. A $10 deposit is required. but it can
be paid in installments. Swan said.
Swan explained people who join the
co-op should be willing to volunteer their
time weighing. wrapping, and packaging
the food prior to pick-up da). and he added
mileage would be paid to members
traveling to wholesale distribution points to
oick up the food. Mileage money will come
from a weekly 25 cent assessment of all
members.
Sixteen persons have already joined the
co-op. Swan said orders will be placed on
Thursdays. and pick-ups made Fridays at
The Ram's Horn, the coffee house on
Grce.,e St.. off Park St. in Orono.

Oct. 25, 1974
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Second Century Fund ... will it prove feasible?
In the past, we have questioned the
administration's sense of priorities with regard to
the Second Century Fund drive's effort to raise
money to build a performing arts center and a
multi-purpose sports arena---and we still do. But
now we find yet another gremlin sticking its ugly
head into the picture. From all indications, the
feasibility of the project itself would appear to be in
serious doubt.
Raising $3.5 million in these times of stagflation
is no small task, as probably director Kimpel and
President Neville would be the first to note. In their
efforts to pull off this monumental fun drive.
university and campaign officials have left not a

/Mahe
Campus

public relations stone unturned. We are constantly
being bombarded with TV spots bemoaning the
poor athlete or performer of eastern Maine with no
place to go. We'll admit, it's a real tear-jerker, but
the question is, will the people who are the targets
of this p.r. blitz take the bait? Even the local banks
have become galleries for displaying Second
Century Fund exhibits (that's good thinking--hit
'em where the money is).
But unfortunately, we seem to be getting close to
an answer to the question of how the public will
respond. Despite the media barrage, the campaign
has not even approached half of its $3.5 million goal
with the original deadline only one month away. Of

Editorials

A laurel for OCR
Students have accepted substandard housing
conditions for many years. considering themselves
one of the ‘.7hosen few if lucky enough to find a place
to live. Yhe housing situation off-campus has been
and will continue to be tight. with students having
to comb neighborhoods from door to door in order
to find anything which could possibly be called
home.
More students are requesting dormitory rooms
now than in past years. we are told, due to the
expense of living off-campus. But not everyone is.
suited for dorm life: not everyone is unmarried and
thus eligible for dormitory housing. There
obviously isn't enough dorm space for everyone.
And unfortunately. the administration doesn't
realize that it is just cost that is moving students to
seek dormitory housing. It is. for many, impossible
to find an apartment off-campus.

Off-campus students make up nearly half the
student enrollment here, and yet the university
continues to ignore the needs of these students.
There is virtually no communication between the
administration and off-campus dwellers. We
realize many students are content with this
situation. But perhaps this is because they no
longer expect anything.
We commend the Off-Campus Board for its
efforts to bring off-campus students together and
provide services for them which otherwise would
not exist. The new iood co-op is just one example of
the programs being implemented by this group.
Chairperson Mark Swan's interaction with the
Bangor Tenants Union is a big step in the right
direction. The BTU has been' more than willing in
the past to work with university students. It's about
time someone took advantage of that fact.

course, deadlines have a habit of being extended,
especially where fund-raising is concerned, but at
the present rate of donation, it will be almost three
years before the goal is reached. Needless to say.
over the course of the next three years, at some
point, the campaign will reach a peak. (if it hasn•t
already), and after that peak, contributions will
drop off considerably. In fairness, we must note
that the alumni phase of the drive is just getting
underway. but that brings up something else.
The goal set for the alumni phase is $1.5 million,
which seems to us to be a bit high. Translated into
understandable terms, this means that every one of
the 43.000 living UMO alumni will donate about
$35. Although $35 may be worth about 14 cents in
today's economy, that is all the more reason why it
is an unrealistically high goal, tiles or no tiles.
In light of all this, we believe a very optimistic
forecast would predict that the fund drive will
achieve its goal by one year from Nov. 1. Assuming
this happens, then construction on the buildings
certainly won't begin before January 1976, and at
that point a year and a half's worth of inflation will
have plagued the building industry.
If inflation causes a curtailment of the projects.
as it would seem likely, by observing all of the other
building projects on campus. then we may have a
spanking new single-purpose arena, or some such
thing. The Campus has learned that one likely
curtailment will be scrapping the convertible floor
of the arena, which would leave us (supposedly
temporarily) with a nice ice house. Promises that
the floor would he added on later don•t pacify us,
because, like promises that toll gates will be taken
off bridges once they are paid for, it just doesn't get
done.
‘Ve're not saying it's all over for the fund drive
yet, but we do believe the outlook is pretty gloomy.
Maybe the remainder of the campaign's budget
should be spent on ads in the Campus
reading:"Clip and Save for Your
Grandchildren---One Free Pass to the
Groundbreaking Ceremonies of the new
Multi-Purpose Arena and Performing Arts Center.

Where do we go from here
Wednesday's decision by the Board of Trustees
to revise the UM mission statement so that
maximum enrollment remains open-ended and an
enrollment projection, compiled this year. by
UMO's vice president for academic affairs, James
Clark. are good examples of sensible people
working towards a common goal--how many
students will attend Maine's public colleges in
1980?
The original 1980 enrollment goal. as set by the
trustees. reached 27,300 full-time equivalent FTE
students. This goal supposedly covered every type
of student conceivable--full-time day. full-time
night. graduate. half-time, quarter-time and
students who would take only one course a year.
The FTE is arrived at by counting full-time
students only. Those going less than full time are
added together to equal a full-time student. For
instance, it would take two students going half-time
to equal one full-time student. Four quarter-time
students would add up to one full-time student, and
the university would have to find eight people
taking only one course a year before it could put
them all together to make one full-time. full-year
fledged student.
By striking the prescribed maximum enrollment
goal from their mission statement the trustees not
only saved the university valuable time and money
in trying to find out if the UM system is close, but
also removed the pressure of reaching it all.
As James Clark's enrollment projection shows,
the trustees may have been way off base in setting
that goal Clark's figures, which are self-admittedly
conservative, place the expected 1980 enrollment at
Maine public colleges at over 30.000 students,
2.700 more that the trustees' goal. And Clark
admits he couldn't take such things as changes in

Maine's in-migration rage, the effects of inflation,
an impending rise in freshmen applications coming
from Maine kids wanting to go to their state
university, or the extent the Vocational Technical
Institutes cna continuing education classes would
grow into account.
Clark's estimates are based on Maine birth
records 18-21 years prior to each year he planned.
It's the only !.ensitil,.. wa,,of doing it. since he has
little control over other factors, and birth records at
least give him a good idea of how many
college-aged people are here in Maine.
By using 1960 instead of 1950 as a starting point
Clark's compilations show enrollment growth at a
more accelerated rate. The faster growth rate putw
34.121 Maine students in public colleges. although
not necessarily Maine's by 1980. This is nearly
8.000 students above the trustees' original
maximum goal.
In striking the maximum enrollment goal from
the mission statement, the trustees said rising
inflation, which has increased consts, and the
recently-released interim census report which
indicates more people are moving to Maine than
areleaving the state, deemed the present goal
unrealistic. No one could decide whether the good
was too high or too low.
Inflation, if it continues to increase, force the
Super-U's acceptable maximum enrollment down.
Increased in-migration to the state might force it
up. The trustees aren't sure of what's going to
happen. so they're taking another look.
In deciding what the new goal should be, they
will undoubtedly take a long look at James Clark's
figures, keeping in mind all the things he didn't
take into account. No matter what they decide,
they'll still he i%eed with problems.

If they lower the goal to 24,000, for instance, the
trustees are going to have between 6,000 and
10.000 Maine kids, according to Clark's predictions
wondering where the heck they're going to go to
college. If the trustees raise it to the 34,000 level,
two things might result. One, about a million
Maine citizens will begin wondering how they're
going to fund the system. If the 34.000 goal turns
out to be too high. they're going to have
administrators throughout the system tearing their
hair out thinking about where they are going to dig
up a couple of thousand students of however many
it would take to meet the goal.
The most sensible thing to do, given present
circumstances, is to sit tight. There's no reasonabk.
limit they can put on enrollment in the foreseeable
future. The trugtees should leave maximum
enrollment open-ended. There's no equation
available to predict the exact amount of qualified
people who are going to want to go to a Maine
public college at any one time. The trustees should
hope for the best, expect the worst, and be willing
to accept either.
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iLetters to the editor
Missed the point
To the editor:
Please refer to your editorial
of October 18. 1974. the Maine
Campus. in which you give your
sicsss concerning the desirabilit% of the physical education
requirement at University of
Maine. Orono. The purpose of
this letter is to express to you
my.
wish
that
you
had
emphasiied the point that the
views are your own.
I had hardly gotten into my
office on Monday. October 21.
1974. before the inquiries began
concerning the implication in
vour editorial that I had

suggested that the general
studies program be eliminated.
made no such suggestion. I
has e not; nor
1 forsee a set of
circumstances in the near future
which would cause rue to make
that suggestion.

Walkup. we have assumed our
readers realize this.

I

Dr. Mary in Walkup
Women's 1)1% ision
Physical Education & Athletics

The opinions expressed on
the editorial page ofthe Campus
re/let: the views of the editorial
sluff ('ielottunaiely jiff you. De.

The verb reported prefaced
the facts Dr. Walkup related to
us- -ma denounced or condemned. She did not criticize' or
support the general studies
program. and the editorial does
Phil suggest such. Had she
endorsed the idea that the
pbvsied edueat
requirement
be dropped. we certainly would
have reported her opinions, and
heartily endorsed them!
Ed.

A minor concern
to the editor:
M3%
I briefly clarify two
things? First. I am correctly.
identified as the Nurse Administrator in the Oct. Di issue of
the Campus: but incorrectly
identified as the Acting Director
of ti I is crmt s Health (enter.

(One title is enough!) While Dr.
6ra% es was absent. Dr. Weis/
served as Acting Director.
Secondly. while we may well
require student to present I. U.
cards, no final decision has been
made. Such a decision would
take many factors into consider -

Drop in at

ition. "Student Iniposters'
make dramatic news but are a
minor cause of Concern in the
total Health Center picture.
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Featuring

"BUFFALO CREEK"

Bestsy Battick
Nurse Administrator
Ficalth Ccntcr

To the editor:
I found your latest editorial
concerning athleticships both
unnecessary and irresponsible.
Most student -athletes play to
win. and I would be hard
pressed to believe that football
players played the first few
games with the intention of
losing. The present win streak
should be credited to Maine
students who are playing to win,
and ha% c all season. The
pre% ious losing streak should be
credited to strong opposing
teams, who also played to win,
not to collusion on the part of

o the editor:
As instructor of the Karate
Club I have become aware of
arious negative statements.
assumptions.
and
opinions
expressed concerning the club
and my relation to it. However,
most of this has come to me as
second-hand or even third -hand
knowledge. and in one instacne
by way of an unsigned letter (re:
"Irate reader rates Campus.—
Oct. 4).
1 would like to propose a
meeting at which all concerned
individuals could ask questions
and
openly
express
their
opinions on the matter. I believe
such a meeting would open the

on
alified
inc
s should
willing

channels for better communication much more effectively than
second-hand knowledge and
unsigned letters have done. If
possible. another individual or
group other than the Karateclub
might sponsor or moderate this
meeting. for the sake of
impartiality.
In conclusion. I completely
agree with one aspect of the
aforementioned unsigned letter,
i.e.. when people judge a
department or program. •'they
should look into the facts
considerably more than simply
viewing them from a distance.—
Bruce Barker

‘;‘,
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the Board of Trustees and the
athletic department.
The need for athleticships
was suggested long before the
current football season began.
and in all probability was
decided before the present
series of defeats. I am not in
favor of athleticships. neither
am I an athletic booster. But the
issues of athleticships has been
decided.
Editorials
against
them, and especially editorials
attacking athletics in general. as
this one did, will serve no useful
purpose.
Paul Miner

First-hand knowledge
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Projected enrollment expansion may not provide en
Story b• Paul Beth
By 1980. total enrollment at UMO and BCC is
expected to reach nearly 11,000 students, and
even James Clark, vice president for academic
affairs, who compiled the projection figures
contends there won't be enough room at the
university for all the students wanting to attend
UMO.
"It isn't as much as we could expand, but we
must be wary of over-expansion because of
expected declining enrollments during the
1980's.- Clark warned.
In attempting the projection, the vice
president for academic affairs has had to make
several assumptions over which the university
has no control. Clark had to assume, for
instance, there will be no significant change in
population migration rates for Maine.
When forecasting future enrollment figures,
Clark considered the Maine birth rate 18-21
years previous to the year he was planning. For
instance, he found that in 1979, based on 1958
birth records, the number of native-born 21
year-olds will peak at 93.141. From 1980 and
1987. according to birth records the number of
people reaching the age of 21 will drastically
drop from 92.974 to 70,883. Clark's projections
postulate that in 1987, 31,883 of these
native-born 21 year olds will be attending public
colleges somewhere.That figure is about 2,200
less than the number of Maine students expected
to enroll in public institutions of higher education
in 1980.
Since the enrollment projections can be based
solely on Maine birth records, any net
in-migration to the state cannot be foreseen, and
is therefore. not a factor in the projection.
However, recently -released interim census
reports show Maine's out-migration is on the
wane, and net in-migration to the state during
the years 1970 to 1973 averaged 4.7 per thousand
people. About 15.000 more people came to
Maine than left during that three-year period.
The reports predicted net in-migration could
approach 20.000-40.000 per year by 1980.
The effect this trend would have on the
state's public college enrollment cannot be
predicted. The data fails to show the
demographic breakdown of immigrants to
Maine. However. William Ellis, director of
Maine's executive department office in
Washington D.C.. believes many of those
moving to Maine are either young middle-class
entrepreneurs with capital to invest in small
business; young homesteaders who have come to

•

live off the land: or young professionals yearning
to live the unique Maine lifestyle. All have the
capability of adding to the state's public
college enrollment.
Clark also -assumed the ratio of out-of-state
students attending the Orono and Bangor
campuses would remain at the present 20
percent of total enrollment. He expressed doubt
this percentage would increase.
"The legislative view is we shouldn't spend
Maine money to educate out-of-state students,he
reported,
adding
certain
reciprocal
agreements with out-of-state schools, notably
the Vermont medical school which accepts a
quota of Maine students each year. dictates the
out-of-state/in-state student ratio cannot be
lowered significantly.
Both Clark and James Harmon, director of
admissions, noted out-of-state applicants to the
university have decreased during recent years.
But while this year's freshman applications
increased by less than one-half per cent over last
year's. in-state applications for the class of 1978
alone increased by 5.8 percent, indicating Maine
high school graduated are rushing to fill the
vacuum created by declining out-of-state
applicants to UMO.
Clark admits his estimate of the percentage
increase in college age youth attending public
higher education institutions is conservative.
The figures are based on 1950-69 data that shows
a long-range increase in the percentage of public
college students in the 18-21 year-old bracket
from 19.2 per cent in 1965, to 24.3 per cent in
1970. to 32.3 per cent in 1980.
In 1950. 4,648(7.2 per cent) of Maine's college
age youth attended a public institution of higher
learning.
The
long-term
growth
trend
established from this starting point results in the
projection that of a total of 92.974 Maine-born
youth in 1980. 30.370 of them will go to public
colleges. The short-term accelerated trend
reflected in the '60-69 data envisions 4.000 more
Maine natives enrolled in state public colleges in
1980.
The projection is also based on the assumption
other campuses of the university system and the
VTI's (Vocational Technical Institutes) will enroll
a larger percentage of students in the future. In
1970. 41.5 per cent of the state's public college
students were enrolled at UMO/BCC. Clark's
projection estimates this percentage will drop to
36.5 per cent by 1980.
The projection is already awry. This year
UMO/BCC was expected to enroll 38 percent of
the state's total public college population. In

fact. 38.5 per cent of Maine's to
enrollment showed up at the
indicating other state institution!
students at a slighter slower pace
This year's official enrollmeni
campuses, a new record, reach(
130 more than was expected.
There is a supposition that
trends will not be distorted by enr
due to lack of funds available to
Such a freeze occurred in 1971 ani
year the legislature lopped off a
of university expenditures from
budget. These two factors did, it
little enrollment growth here di
seventies. In 1972, there were 1
attending UMO/B than in 1971.
It is also assumed growth
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iovide enough space for all prospective Maine students
. 38.5 per cent of Maine's total public college
lment showed up at the two campuses,
sting other state institutions are absorbing
.nts at a slighter slower pace than expected.
year's official enrollment for the two
iuses, a new record, reached 9.391. about
nore than was expected.
ere is a supposition that normal growth
s will not be distorted by enrollment freezes
o lack of funds available to the university.
a freeze occurred in 1971 and 1972, and last
the legislature lopped off a sizable amount
iiversity expenditures from the requested
et. These two factors did, in fact, result in
enrollment growth here during the early
ities. In 1972. there were 17 less students
ding UMO/B than in 1971.
is also assumed growth in continuing

education programs, non-degree education and
open university efforts will become a more
important part of the university operations. The
U MO/BCC enrollment projections do not
consider the impact of these programs on the
system. However it is continuing education
programs(CED), for instance, will become a
haven for Maine youth not able to enroll as
daytime students at one of the UM campuses.
This year CED enrollment here approaches
1,200 students. CED enrollment at the
University of Maine at Augusta totals nearly
2,000 students, and James Kuntz, director of
admissions at U M A, recently revealed the
average age of CED students there to be 35 to 40
years old. He also noted UMA's policy of waiving
tuition for CED students over 65 years of age.
Clark freely admits all assumptions are largely

out of the control of the UMO administration.
However, there are certain emphases well within
the university's power.
In accordance with the UMO mission
statement established by UM's Board of
Trustees, full-time graduate enrollment will
grow slowly but steadily at about 10 per cent of
the UMO total enrollment. In 1965, about six per
cent of the student body at UMO, were enrolled
in graduate programs. This year graduate
student enrollment was down from last year, but
accounted for about eight per cent of the student
population here. Clark's projection indicates
graduate enrollment, as a percentage of the
university's total enrollment will change very
little. By 1980. 983 out of the expected 10,961
enrollment should be graduate students, a little
over eight per cent.
Greater emphasis will be placed on Bangor
Community College, which is projected to grow
at a faster rate that the Orono campus to a target
enrollment of about 1,000 students by 1980. The
1974 target enrollment for BCC was 55, but
enrollment totaled only 475 students, a full third
less than this year's projected percentage
increase. BCC is nearly 100 students behind next
year's target enrollment of 574 students.
Originally the established Orono target
enrollment of 10,000 maximum students
(undergraduates) was to be met in the
mid-seventies. Due to the enrollment freeze in
the early seventies, this goal had to be pushie
back
to
1980. This
year's combined
undergraduate enrollment at UMO and BCC is
about 150 students higher than predicted.
Growth in specific programs was also
emphasized in Clark's enrollment projections,
particularly programs unique to the Orono
campus, such as two-year technological
programs, four-year programs in agriculture and
engineering, and specialized graduate programs.
There has been phenomenal growth recently
in the two-year tech programs and in the College
of Life Science and Agriculture as a whole. In
fact, the 1975 target enrollment of 611 for the
university's two-year programs has already been
eclipsed by this year's enrollment.
When 1980 rolls around the UMO/BCC
enrollment is expected to increase by 1.600
students over the present enrollment, but that
increase won't be enough to accommodate all the
Maine students seeking admission. This reflects
a national trend. Clark noted. Enrollment at both
private colleges and the satellite campuses of
state university sys'ems is down.

Where UMO's going
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Wells design seb-terrestriel suburbs

Architect says earth-shells preserve aesthetic beauty
"We should push suburbia down eight

feet," said Malcolm Wells. architect and
conservationist, as he explained his
concept of sub-terrestrial housing.
Addressing about 200 people in Hauck
Auditorium Wednesday night. Wells
claimed everything we build today is an
ecological failure. with no reverence for life
or land. according to Wells our planet Was
meant to be covered by green plants and
wild life and Our buildings should reflect
this.
Wells' solution is to build spacious
earth -shells, which could be built slightly.
below ground level or set into hillsides.
The dwellings would be covered on as
many sides as desired. by. wild gardens.
left to assume their natural state.
As well as having innoyatiye external
designs. these houses would be quipped
ith solar heating panels and recyclable

Sickle-cell anemia
tests scheduled
The Student Health Center will be giving
sickle-cell anemia screening tests for all
black students. faculty and their families
who hay e not been screened before. The
tests will he on Oct. 28 to Nov. 2.. from
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Sickle-cell anemia is a disease of the red
blood cells occuring almost exclusively in
blacks. The red blood cells become
sickle-shaped because of low oxygen
content in the blood. The abnormal cells
tend to form clumps and clog the smaller
blood % essels.
The resulting impairment of the
circulation leads to secre pains in the
abdomen, back, and head, and the
enlargement of the heart and atrophy of
brain cells. In addition, the tendency ot the
deformed red blood cells to rupture easily
promotes se‘ere anemia.
Beton: doctors understood the disease.
victims died at about the age of 10
according to Dr. Terence O'Callahan of Si.
Joseph's Hospital in Bangor. "Now
person can carry the sickle-cell anemia trait
and use a normal life.— he said
The doctor explained it is inipolato to
know if one has this trait since, in case of
an operation, this person would requir:
more oxygen than is normally needed by.
someone w ithout the iliseaw.

equipment for human and household
waste. According to Wells, homes in Tel
As is. Israel have been equipped with solar
hot water units for many Years. and its a
natural way of life. Wells also noted that a
complete recyclable home waste unit,
known as the "Swedish toilet.'' is available
on the market. Human and household
waste is pumped through it by a process of
chemical and organic reaction, materials
are reduced to a usable fenilizer.
Wells believes we are presently in a
transition period. where the recycling of
paper and cans has barely caught on.
Architectural students and construction
firms are becoming increasingly interested, in fact. claimed Wells, the% are eager
to try these new designs. Wells has se% eral
earth -shells in the planning stages. and
one entire communit% under construction
in Ohio. The architect said a library. and
se% eral large office buildings of his design
have already been accepted. In Ohio, the
entire community, including a school is
being constructed in a hillside.
Once a more traditional architect. Wells
spoke Tor about an hour using slides to
depict his own personal transition from
conventional architecture to the earth -shell
concept. He has designed about 475
structures. many of them factories. which
were in his words, simple and boxy with
no aesthetic value.
About ten years ago. he began to realize
how plastic and artificial architecture and
society were Pit-corning. Man is destroying
the earth. said Wells. and its natural
beauty is being ruined by large bland
structures with equally large asphalt
parking lots. Many of his new designs
depicted what Wells all% a reverence for

1
Classified Employees
Mini Fair
White elephant sale
from previous scholarship fair
Everything must go!
No set price-Donations accepted
Stodder Hall

• Yellow Rain Jackets
• Flannel Shirts
• Levi Corduroy
and Denim Jeans
• Sweatsuits
• Converse and Adidas footwear

OPEN
Thurs 2-6 Fri 1-9
Sat ALL DAY
ROAD SERVICE
Foreign Car Specialists

taGouismin
MENSWEAR
SPORTING GOODS
10 Niblain St_ Old Town

ORRINGTON 825-4440
VEAZIE 942-5714

plants and wildlife. The structures ha% e
ild gardens on the roofs and many are
terraced along the sides for additional
%('get at ion.
Wells has been Its ing in a sub-terrestrial
home tor about a year and a half. It's quite
comfortable, he said, and it doesn't feel
!austrophobic a, all
closed r

Smooth and
lorely

• Free consultations

Beef 'n Brew
of Orono
Opposite UMO
Park St. Entrance

• Custom Painting
• Glass Replacement
• Appliance Painting
•Collision Repair
*

st NDAY
Is

1,4
OLD TOWN

TEL. 827-

Price Dal

uy anything off
food menu at regular
price: second one
at half rice

34 Main St
947-4006
Offering a free
Demonstration of the
NEW FALL LOOK
eyes, lips, cheeks

Examp e
Hamburger Reg 55 cents
Second Hamburger 28 cents

Open Sundays
at 4:00 p.m.
Telephone: 866-4333

today's best buy
GE Quahty

your greatest value Cst
ea

&

Shirley Schneider
electrolysis specialist
942-0781
192 Norfolk St , Bo.,igor

• Doctor's reterearpi

Dig
Big

SMART'S
AUTO BODY

that can be 'YOUR skin if unwanted hair is removed forever safely and quickly by
radiomatic electrolysis

t/14,

ill

Saturday

COMPLETE ATHLETIC
AND GYM EQUIPMENT

COMPACT CAR
SERVICE

U

Malcolm
Wells, a noted architect and
environmentalist, spoke Wednesday evening of his
nderground
system
developed
of
newly
sub-terranian
architecture, which cornbines solar-energy with
enuironmental compatibility.
ward photo

Just Ask
for
TB 14 SR
$274

It 4

rL
e.j

HO SO,4,

Mai
10/
4

&T LLL&A1'TT

hiSailaiNEWL21419

NP1114

SPECIALS DAILY

COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE
STATE STREET. yrrAzif

TEL!WNW

Another Big Value
Range $234
J 313 R

You Always Do Better At Day's
Expert
Watch Repair
22 North Main Street
Old Town

PH/jJ

and
)f his
anian
with
photc
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Super
Whilltel
eSt
O
Inthe Lottery SuperDrawing.
$150,000
$25,000

$5,000

•11

-

Joseph Edward Comeau
Mathias. MAtri(

Alexander C. Ray

James S. Hailev
Machias. Maine

Augusta. Maine

$1,000
$2,000
Joseph E. Goatlike
Saco. Maine (Doubling No.I

Thomas A. Conroy

Mary Margaret Goodrich

Walter D. MacLean, Jr. Pawkier Myrtle Sturgeon

Portland. Maine

Skosthegan. Maine

South Portland. Maine

James W. Devise, Jr.

John C. Basso

Robert Edward Betimes Joseph Freak DiResso

Vemnica B. Roos

Portland. Maine

Queens

I inct•In. Maine

Westbrook

Fairfield. Maine

Joins W. Curran
Old boon. Maine

Gies Paul Thihoders
Lewiston. Maine

James E. Pritchard

Robert J. Bennet

John Patterson Mach

Portland. Maine

Watersille, Maine

Orono Maine

Mote. Nev. York

Saco. Maine
Maine

$15,000 LOTTERY WINNERS
4
.
Phi
unJ,J1tahlt.

1
MkhaelThibodeau Isabelle Michaud
Orono.
Maine

Lebanon
Maine

Terry Taylor. Jr.

Joan Starlet ant

Benjamin Wek-h

Brunsttick.
Maine

Brunso ick
Maine

Lisermore Falls.
Maine

$2,000

croon Gordon
Belfast.
Maine

•
Lora jilt Farrell

Gerald Stewart

Elanor D'autelie

Biddeford.
Maine

Biddeford.
Maine

Sanford.
Maine

$1,000

Georgette Kit ard
Lesiston. Maine

Millard I. Humor'
Grecns tile. Maine

Leon E. Dearborn

Raymond M. Dube
Tr•iston. Maim'

Nina D. Kale%

Joseph V. Madore

Old Orchard Beach. Maine

4oresttille.

Arlene M. Wing

Milton G. Farris

Hartland. Maine

Auburn

Augusta. Maine
onn

Mainc

Bertha NI. Eckert
Orrin cl,,r `stimc

Beth(. Henderson
.
S.1.11f11.
(.is
Grace Margaret Murphy
Saki,

Slain(

Robert F. LaFerrier

murk, L. Bosse

Dominic A. Galin.

Bruns•ick. Maine

Lettiston. Maine

Brunsiaick. Maine

Timothy Janie% McHenry Ralph H. SpIller. Sr.

Andrew A. Carter

South Windham. Maine

North Windham. Maine Rockland. Maine

Ann L. Garnett

Olive B. Hinkley

Belfast. Maine

Grat Maine

The Maine State Lottery
Take a chance with your change.

4
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Contract described as `rip-off

Rental Contract
Whereas , Asbury & Robert Thomas,

*continued from page 1
Thomases asking them what they. thought
of the contract's eviction clause. Many of
them did not understand the clause. said
Haskell. Everybody thought Thomas was a
"good guy" because he told them he was
going to fix up their apartments, he added.
"But when 1 asked Thomas v,
he hadn't
written this into the contrihi. h, replied he
didn't have to. He might be trying to do
good. but he's not willing to bend at all for
the tenants. Haskell commented.
Thomas later called on Haskell and
demanded he stop harrassing his tenants.
"I told him I was just asking their
opinions, which was just free speech and
they didn't have to listen to me. Thomas
replied though. he could make me stop
talking to his tenants by getting an
injunction on me," Haskell related.

Has let to re as thelr tenant at will the teneMent in the
street,Bangor, Maine.
ho%se situated at

they are paying for the renovations with
the recent rent increase."
The Thomas brothers increased the rents
which the tenants of their newly acquired
apartment houses had previously been
paying.
The legality of the rent increase has also
been questioned by Christensen. who said
"I don't think that a written contract (with
a rent increase written in) constitutes a
written notice of a rent increase." State
law stipulated a rent increase must he
preceded by a 30-day written notice.

Dwight Rideout. dean of student affairs.
called Haskell on Tuesday, Oct. 22 to
inform his that Robert Thomas was
planning to take a peace bond out against
him.
The university lawyer claims Thomas
will not he able to carry through with his
threat.
"Thomas must prove he (Haskell) broke
the peace before he can get a peace bond
issued on him.- said Christensen. "If he
(Haskell) does receive legal notice that the
bond is going to be served on him, he
should get a lawyer to go to the district
court with him and explain there was no
breaking of the peace. he was just
exercising his right of free speech under
the first amendment."

Concerning his own course of action.
Swan said "I could just do nothing and let
each tenant break the contract individually." stressing a person cannot sign away
his or her rights under state and federal
law.
But.- he continued. "I don't think the
majority of his tenants know what the
contract really Say% or what their rights
are."
Mark Perry, a sophomore political
science major who was appointed last week
as tenants' advocate for UMO students.
reported. ••I researched the registry of
deeds with Jerry Smith (BTU representative) and found these guys started buying
in April and they're still ,buying."
Perry discovered the Thomas brothers
jointly purchased the apartment houses
along the south side of Curve St. in
Bangor. plus two lots on the north side
during September. 19-'4.
Robert Thomas also bought additional
property along the north side of Curve St.
on Oct. 12, 1974.

Concerning the contract. Christensen
added. "I think it's just a psychological
hold over his (Thomas-, tenants. I can't
imagine him taking it to court."
OCB chairperson Swan admitted. "I'm
really worried about the eviction bit. These
people are mostly poor and uneducated
and they don't know what their ,-.gnts are
They don't want to make Ix:yes. because
they think they're just getting their
apartments renovated. They don't realize

The BTU representative was anxious to
stress the point that "landlords are really
making a tilling in Maine. When landlords
scream they 're not making any money on
their property. it's strange that Asbury and
Robert Thomas would be willing to invest
much money in such a short period of
time. Being a landlord is quite lucrative,"
Smith emphasized.
So legal action has been taken to date
concerning the rent contract.

dollars
flre the rent of
: hereby agree to pay
Ter Week/ Seri Monthly/ Monthly to be paid tFi-----day of
until ry tenacy shall be terreach and every
and in conday of
incted,commencinG on the
sideration on said lettinr I hereby arre-i—gra-Tromise to
quit and deliver up to said Asbury & Robert Thoras,thmir
agent, or attorney,peaceably and quietly at the expiration
of ten days written or verbal notice on the part of the
said Asbury & Robert Thoras for the purpose of terrinating
ry tenancy in said premises to which I might otherwise be
entitled by law.
person(s) and no ro re ,that

That my family consists of

I shall not ::eep or house any pets or animals in the rtated
premises of the owners. I wil not let or sublet any rart
of the premises to anyone.
key(s).

That I have received

Tenants are responsible for KEYS, BPCKEN GLASS, INTERITR
DAMAGE, RErCVAL OP RUBBISH, and for all reasonable care
of APPLIANCES pertaining thereto.
ALL CLEANING EXPENSES will be deducted from deposit if
apartment is left dirty. I also understand that ay deposit will not be returned if I do not stay at least
dollars.
months. Amount of deposit
I agree tc pay r.y rent pro=ptly when due, a late :harre
will be charged on all rent which is late.
the .
. :ndersicned (tenant) should not carry on
the legal responsibility of this tontract as stated,
such action shall terminate this Contract with the owners.
Tenants are respcnsitle for any an all collection fees.

Signature
Date
Tbe Theassesse "real contract"

UNIVERSITY

24 l.Tel. 127-3850
°NINA 1

JAMES CAAN

The Gambier

ItustaHEROKEE"
R1131-1AND :
A WARM WINTER FRIEND
"CHEROKEE"
in Bitter Chocolate
Brown and Hickory Tan
Narrow, Medium and
Wide Width

$24."
Soft Comfortable Brushed Pigskin
Hush Puppies Boot bound in soft leather
Fleece Lined, arches built up and padded
A wedge Crepe Sole. Come in and
Try on a pair Today

STANDARD SHOES
DOWNTOWN BANGOR • AIRPORT MALL • BROADwA
P51500E ISLE • WATERVILLE

Co mannng Lauren Hutton
Model of the

aft

STARTS WEDNESDAY
UCK NIGHT MOW

T'Uf S.

24 lit. Tel 127.3350

UNIVERSITY "'du" 2
OM MN •falbeetes Ave •

at STANDARD...For Gals

DAILY 7:0081:00

OLD TOM•SIII•emet Ave.•Game Plum

I

Mos

?COI:A SFACE

kODYSSEY

DAILY
8 *3

C.

ti, sitinists trio
BUCK NIGHT MON.. TOES

24)4g. Tel. 1127-7216
4111=E=11110
6
ENDS
SATURDAY
WNW • at sillowee awe fag I IIS •Ibe Iluivenity MO

ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
Walt Disney's FANTASIA

THE

Dalt V 7 00 a. 9 00

Dave Jarvis at
the Honky Tonk
Piano

Pre Season
Cross Country
Ski Sale
Here's What you get
Poles - Tonkin Bamboo
Boots - Bass Leather
Skis - Splitkein
Bindings - 3 pin sprint w / heel plates
Wax Kit - 3 piece

5.95
35.00
39.00
8.95
2.80

Regular Price $91.70
Sale Price $74.95
Sale Extended Thru Nov. 1st

Pelletier's Bike Shop
406 So. Main st. Old Town
Open 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Layaways Welcome
Mon.-Sat.
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HOW DO YOU SOLVE PROBLEMS?

YOUR CAREER?
In industry today the career achievements of an engineer
are very dependent on his ability to solve problems.

Would you like the opportunity to enhance your present
problem solving abilities?

What about industry? How do they solve problems?
What will be expected of you?

A special presentation on PROBLEM SOLVING IN INDUSTRY
will be given at a Pulp and Paper Seminar
November 4,6:30 p.m., at 100 Jenness Hall by the

CHARMIN PAPER PRODUCTS COMPANY
.

Find out how a progressive, technically oriented organization applies
systematic techniques to solve industrial problems.

f

•••

